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Mini Precision Technology Institute (PTI) Tour 
 

Control What You Can 
July 8 & 15, 2020 

 

Field History 
• 2018: Soybeans 

• 2019: Oats 

• 2019 fall tillage with Degelman Pro-Till 
 

Current Crop Information 
Fertilizer application 

• 463 lbs/ac of 150-50-20-10 

• Floated on May 12 and incorporated with Degelman Pro-Till 

Corn Variety  

• Dekalb DKC31-85 @ 32,000 plants/acre 

Planting dates and emergence 

• Speed, DownForce and Depth Trials – planted May 16  

o White – May 25 

o Yellow – May 26 

o Orange – May 27 

o Red – May 28 

o Red (opposite side of the row) – May 29 

o No flag – more than a week 

• Singulation Trials – planted May 23 

o White – May 30 

o Yellow – May 31 

o Orange – June 1 

o Red – June 2 

o Red (opposite side of the row) – June 4 

o No flag – more than a week 
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Planting Depth 

• Speed, DownForce and Singulation Trials were planted @ 2” depth 

• Depth Trial planting depth as posted 
 

Planter Specifications 
• 1998  

• John Deere 1760 

• 12 row, 30” spacing  

• Yetter residue managers with CleanSweep 

• DeltaForce hydraulic down force  

• vSet and vDrive seed metering 

• SpeedTubes 

o Speed Trial – rows 1-6 had SpeedTube, 7-12 had drop tube 

o Rest of trial – all rows had SpeedTube 

• SmartFirmer – rows 2, 7, & 11 

• FurrowForce closing system on 1-4 rows 
 

Some Factors Impacting Yield 
University of Minnesota conducted a study on specific factors and their impact on yield, assuming a 

200bu/ac crop: 

• Correct population: 2-4 bu 

• Uniform spacing: 2-4 bu 

• Uniform emergence: 10-18 bu 

• Planting window: 4-10 bu 

• Total Impact: 18-36 bu 
 

Pogo Screen Shots 
Precision Planting has a tool called a Pogo. Seen 

below, this is a tool that connects a tape 

measure to an iPad. The iPad is running an app 

to record counts and plant staging.  

 

A “Run” is started and the Pogo is moved along 

the row. It is placed beside each plant and the 

tape measure captures the spacing with in the 

row. Each time a plant location is marked, the 

plant stage is also collected. Once the Run is 

complete, a report is generated. All values on 

the screen shots below are showing the financial 

impact per acre assuming a 200bu/ac crop at 

$4.50/bu. 

 

 

Reports generated on the PTI site are 

throughout this document. They are the screens 

with the green, yellow, and red squares. (The 

first screen shot is on the top half of page 4.) 
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Singulation Trial 
We modified six of the 12 corn discs for this trial. Rows 1-3 had discs to simulate skips, rows 4-6 had 

discs to simulate multiples.  

 

“Goofy” Discs 
We filled in holes to simulate skips and created additional holes to simulate multiples in singulation. The 

modifications are visible in the red circles below. 

  
 

 

From the operator’s perspective, shown in the red box on the picture below, the 2020 display shows the 

operator immediately when there are issues with singulation.  
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After completing a Pogo Run of a Skips row on pass #2, the Pogo report is showing that skips with this 

frequency (which is 2% of the planter), will cost the grower $80.37/ac. 

 

 

For the trial rows where we simulated Multiples, there was a financial impact of $126.05/ac. 
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Singulation – real life situation 

The photo of a 2020 display below, beside the red arrow is showing periodic skips. This was due to a bad 

bearing on a drive for the metering system on the planter. This is how it appeared on the 2020 display 

showing the operator immediately there was an issue to be addressed. 

 

 

Below is an a picture of the field after the corn had emerged, confirming the gaps in the spacing and the 

accuracy of the 2020 display. 

 

What would the cost/acre be if they planted their entire corn crop with this issue? 
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Depth Trial 
On each pass, the three colored lines are the planter rows units (rows 2, 7, 11) that are equipped with a 

SmartFirmer. As the crop is planted, decisions can be made in real-time as this information gets to the 

operator allowing the crop to be planted into the desired conditions. 
 

SmartFirmer: Soil Moisture (%) 

 
 

SmartFirmer: Soil Temp (degrees F).  
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Downforce Trial 
Required downforce will change over the field due to variable forces (both up and down) on each row 

unit. Something to note while looking at the screenshots below: 

• There are two diagonal lines across the entire plot from a half tonne truck driving across the 

field. DeltaForce identified the change in soil density, adjusted Down Force and reacted to 

maintain planting depth. 

• On the left side of the image, there are green loops on the head land where the planter and 

tractor turned. The headlands were planted after the plot requiring DeltaForce to change Down 

Force and maintain planting depth. 

 
 

• Below is a closer look of the Down Force trial passes showing pounds of Down Force. The dark 

blue on the top pass indicates a loss of ground contact. This shows there was no down force on 

the gauge wheels, greatly impacting planting depth and furrow closing.  
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Downforce Trial 
Reviewing the Pogo reports from the Down Force trial, on the extremes, Auto Standard as the best and 

Manual lift of 125lbs as the worst. 

 

One of the three Auto Standard 100lbs Down Force (where DeltaForce maintains 100lbs pressure on the 

gauge wheels) there was a financial impact of $122. 31. What these results are telling us in that there 

needs to be more auto standard pressure to get even emergence. 

 
 

For the pass with Manual lift of 125lbs (DeltaForce lifted the row unit with 125lbs of pressure), there 

was a financial impact of $209.43. In this example, because Good Ride on the row units (see page 10 for 

more information on Good Ride) the row units were likely “bouncing” around enough to cause seed 

ricochet while falling down the seed tube. As a result, the seed spacing within the row is compromised, 

shown by the poor singulation value below.  Since we were not likely hitting our desired depth of 2”, the 

seeds were not likely put into moisture which lead to the poor emergence. 

 
 

Financial impact – not having adequate downforce on the plater rows impact yield of $87.12 
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Speed Trial 
The planter was equipped with SpeedTube on rows 1-6, regular drop tubes on rows 7-12. 

 

Pass #4 - 8mph with Drop Tube 

 
 

Pass #4 – 8mph with SpeedTube 

 
 

Financial impact – $113.62/ac planting at 8mph without SpeedTube 
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Speed Trial – Good Ride 
Similar to what was seen in the Down Force maps, when we planted the headland on the left side of this 

image, the turns from the tractor and planter are impacting Good Ride. Applying more Down Force to 

the row units on these passes would improve planter performance. 

 
 

Looking closer at the Speed Trial passes, as speed increases (5mph at the bottom to 12mph at the top), 

more Down Force is required to maintain an acceptable ride quality. We did not increase the down force 

and as a result, % Good Ride decreases. 

 
 

If you have any questions regarding the information in this document, please reach out to us through 

email or phone number on our contacts page at www.nvp2.ca  
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Precision Planting PTI Site 
The data below was not generated from the North Valley Precision Planting PTI Site in Carman, MB. 

Precision Planting has a 360ac PTI site in Pontiac IL where a team of people are conducting multiple 

studies each year on ways to improve planting from an agronomic perspective. One study in 2019 was 

the “All Wrong” study. 
 

2019 Precision Planting PTI “All Wrong” Study* 
They designed a planter to have: 

• Inadequate down force 

• No residue management 

• 95% singulation 

• Trial was done with corn 

 
 

 
*all numbers USD 
 

Become an Insider! 

  – https://www.precisionplanting.com/agronomy/pti#become-an-insider-today-1  

Register to become an Insider and receive two weekly emails from Jason Webster, Commercial 

Agronomist with Precision Planting. Jason will be talking through different aspects of their PTI Site in 

each video. 


